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About This Game

Crankies Workshop is a true or false question game with a colorful and friendly atmosphere. Crankie needs help assembling his
new order of Zazzbot's and he needs you to answer the knowledge machines questions to keep it assembling the robots. He will

show you the ropes and then set you loose on all 30 levels consisting of 10 questions per level. Each question you answer is a
stage in the robots assembly and has a dollar value based on the speed you answer correctly. The overall value of each of the 30
completed robots(levels) is tracked and assigned a rating of 1,2,3 by Crankie so you can see yourself progress and try and beat

previous scores.

Features:
Colorful and Friendly Atmosphere
30 Robots(aka Levels) to complete

100 True or False Challenging Questions
3 Ranks to reach per level
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TONS OF FUN!!

I've been waiting for this game for a while and its finally on Steam. Great for when you have friends over, or for when you need
a quick laugh. Online modes are awesome, the chaos makes it so much fun!

I only wish you could see the name of the player instead of the name of the character when you win a round.

HIGHLY RECOMMENDED!. yohohoho nice. I waited sooo long for them to release this game, and now that it's out, all I can
say is big WOW
Story is perfect so far (I passed maybe 40% of the game), it's really comic and above all, it's very interesting to play :)

Keep up the good work guys ^_^. Watch a speedrun of the game, and then blast through it with the fun skips you've learned,
while enjoying the great narration of its unintentionally hilarious script. It's a good time, enjoyable despite its numerous flaws,
and well worth the low price of admission. As of this writing, I am the proud holder of the world record speedrun, and you
should buy Garshasp and speedrun it, too.. absolutely \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 game - bad controls, bad
mechanics, very boring - don't be fooled by the nice screenshots - graphics is not so interesting in the game.... A clever little
action-puzzle platformer about a little girl shooting at tenacles and slimy things with dungeon punk style guns. I've been really
looking forward to this one, and I was thankfully not let down.

Add this one to my cute but devious category, This game has a cute, cupcakey hand-painted character look, but has some very
tricky gameplay segments that test your tactical planning as much as your reflexes.

In this game, you go room by room, level by level, clearing out enemies and making your way to shoot the evil priest, which is
the target of every stage. However, this game is not a Contra-esque action shooter, but more of an action puzzle. Many enemies
are traps that leave behind obstacles or fire hard to avoid missiles when killed, and if you go in guns blazing you can end up
boxing yourself in. The game also makes copious use of pest-spawning flesh creatures that make being accurate and choosing
good footing to advance with important to not getting bowled over by an endless steam of worms.

This is one of the areas where the game does alright. The different weapons all have their uses, while still being adaptable
enough to allow the player something of a favorite playstile. For example, the basic crossbow has enough damage and fire rate
to swiftly mow down a swarm of pests, but it is a bit more deliberate against larger enemies or spawner nests. A shotgun blast
can scatter groups of small creatures and punish big ones, but it's not the best for driving off an advancing swarm with its slow
rate of fire. The fire bow can lock down a spawner or enemy bottleneck, wreathing anything that comes at you in flames, but it
is less effective for attacking or hitting moving targets.

It's all pretty cleverly done, and the game never runs out of tricks. There are only about ten unique enemies or so, but it's paced
out that even in the later stages you'll encounter new threats and still see previous enemies being used in sinister new ways, as
well as getting new weapons and finding new ways to purge.

I don't entirely agree with the scoring system though; especially for a game as short as this. You are rated on time and time only,
so the faster you stake the priest, the more medals and weapons you unlock, which can make getting better times on harder
levels easier. I feel like the game shines most when you are playing to completion though, taking on each enemy as it's own
obstacle and enjoying the challenge of clearing the board as opposed to rushing.

The game is short, but sweet. It can be cleared in under two hours if you are quick. Still, it's got pretty solid core design and I
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don't think I was cheated for only four dollars.

Overall: It's a nice little adventure with a cute protagonist and some fairly serious challenges. Recommended for classic hardcore
arcade fans. If you find yourself longing for some challenging 2D action or are a fan of the old lovecraftian setting, this one is a
nice little nut for you to crack.. Could this be the game that i have spent month's looking for. Easy to pick up and play, well
made and good fun. this coudl be it
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I suprised that this game has 18+ scene. Overall the main story is good but can you give 18+ warning to prevent people who
under 18 years old. Just like 2D Visual Novel but I think the optional choices still make me upset. I finish this game only take 5
hours (If you skip the main story you can finish it faster). Sorry for my bad in english. The Airport looks nice and it's everything
I expected, but with that it is very fps heavy.
This Airport also seems to break toronto and toronto city center airport, so keep that in mind.. Fantastic game on ios and
android, but the lack of both touch and music makes it the worst game ever on PC. Don`t buy!. Graphics are poor, combat is
overly intricate and takes a long time to master. Overall this game has a lot of cool hype in the into but thats about all that your
getting.. -Epic Music
-Hard
-Fun. You know how people just keep dying in game of thrones no matter how much you root for them? Right. Now then, you
ever thought that you might just have been able to survive those events? Sure, we'll see.

Swipe your decisions right and left like it was some kind of tinder, but you already got four matches: your militia, religion,
people and bank account. And you need to please those matches. So, for whatever reasons, you decide to be kind and righteous.
This makes you absolutely loved by people, horray, isn't that just great! But what's this, someone stabbed you to death? Your
superlike just got you killed.

So first off you need to learn how to balance your four matches, you see, if anyone dislikes you enough, you are dead; if anyone
superlikes you, you are also very dead.

So after some deaths you learned how to hold the strings of balance? Awesome, but there is something else you need to know.
Remember what them Starks like to say? Winter is coming.
And so are them white walkers.

Have you prepared yourself for the winter? Are you able to win the white walkers? Got any idea how to actually even win them?
No, except if you have some incredible luck or you're just some kind of a genius.

So you are dead. You try again. You are dead again. And again. And again. Did the game give you any hints what to do so you
could win the white walkers? In my experience, no. I ended up googling it.

So after googling how to win them white walkers you go on to carry through the new plan. But then you probably fail because
trying to get that plan done while keeping the balance can be kind of hard. You continue with this tedious task to try and get
through with your plan to face the white walkers and die some more times while on it. But after some deaths you actually make
it to the winter with your plan fulfilled and voila, you overpowered the white walkers! Now what? Did you win the game, is this
the end? No. You just continue surviving through the winter. New summer comes. You hold the strings of balance. Your maid
offers you a drink. You are bored and you decide to try the drink. Welp, you are dead.

Whatever you do, you will die. But hey, that's life, you never actually win in that sense.

You have nine characters to play through this tinder format russian roulette meant for Got fans. Everyone of them got different
tactic to survive the winter. No one will live a long happy life. If you are big enough Got fan this might be some fun, but I must
admit, I'm not so into it that I would get much kicks of this constant dying.

2.35/5, almost positive, but still on negative side.

pros:
+it's cheap
+it's game of thrones

cons:
-you will die more often than you can count
-in a sense, you never win. Interesting Game. The puzzles are very challenging. The Graphics are beautiful and sharp. And the
Sounds are cool.. Well quite simply one of the most addictive games I have played in my life....

There was a considerable amount of effort placed in this game and the author/scripter does a great job making imagination
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come to life.

Yeah....its a text game doesnt stop the game from being fun and running scenarios of what if?

Best wishes to the author you have me hooked keep up the good work

Regards Reaper

Weapons update released!:

From the team. Version 1.14.1 is out:

Campaigns. Find the Vulcan's Hammer!:

You play as Amelia, a brilliant expert on Roman mythology and a new asset of the Myth Seekers agency. Your assignment is to
continue the investigation of a fellow operative who recently vanished under mysterious circumstances. The first order of
business is to locate the Venusian Codex and get in touch with an Italian agent named Lorenzo. Together you will need to track
down the powerful artifact called Vulcan's Hammer. Time is of the essence as evil forces are also looking for the relic. During
this stunning adventure you will travel across Italy, solving countless puzzles and looking for clues in hidden object scenes.
Learn the truth behind the destruction of Pompeii and face off against the enemies of the Agency as you race to prevent another
catastrophe!

Don’t forget to add the game to your steam wishlist ��

http://store.steampowered.com/app/657040/The_Myth_Seekers_The_Legacy_of_Vulcan/
. Fear Effect Sedna premiere!:
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The long anticipation is over! Fear Effect Sedna is finally HERE! Join Hana, Rain and their trusted mercenary comrades in a
new quest! Discover the Inuit mythology, enjoy the fast-paced action, and solve the tricky puzzles. From today, Fear Effect
Sedna is available on Steam, Nintendo Switch, Xbox One and PlayStation 4!

 http://store.steampowered.com/app/546900/Fear_Effect_Sedna/. How far we have come since Eearly Access:

All the features and improvements listed below are made according to the requests of Early Access players:. Knights of
Tartarus full release next Friday, April 19.:
The final touches are being placed on Knights of Tartarus before release next week. Many have asked me if I will keep making
updates for the game after release day. The answer is yes, the game will receive updates every now and then.

Currently, I'm trying to get the game localized in a couple of languages and I need all the help I could get.

Last but not least, I would like to thank all of you who have played, followed, reviewed and or take the time to report a bug. All
your input has helped a bunch, I seriously couldn't have done it without you all. Thank you for playing!. The Space Birthday
Update: Character Traits:

This post is about a feature of the free Space Birthday Update, out now! See this post for the details.

Character Traits. Take off with a 30% discount:
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Summer Sale!
Take off with a 30% discount!
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